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SJC Principal’s Message
Dr. Henry Yu's Message January 2013
Read in browser »

Nobuyuki Tsujii
Coming to the University of British Columbia in
Vancouver on March 10, 2013!
Read in browser »
**disAbility and the Arts**

Beyond the Screen. A series exploring barriers in music and the arts.

[Read in browser »](#)
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**SJC Alumni Spotlight**

**January 2013**

Alumni Spotlight January 2013
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**Message from Dr. Ian Okabe**

Assistant Principal, Alumni

We have over a thousand alumni from St. John's College. Our biggest task is to find everyone. Once we do we will have a network of alumni from around the world that can be used for travel and job opportunities. In the next few months we will present stories from alumni that were gathered and edited by Kein Gan. If you have an alumni story that you would like to tell please let me know. In addition, if you want to get involved in alumni affairs please contact me at sjc.alumni@ubc.ca.
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